TOWARDS  A  SOCIALIST  SOCIETY
The ardent Republican patriotism of the convert did not
prevent him from making good use of the uncertainties of
the day by successful speculation on the sale of national lands,
on the proceeds of which he kept a politico-financial salon in
Paris; he then divorced his wife in order to offer his vacant
hand to Madame de Stael, who refused it; passed to serious
scientific study; was rendered destitute by a swindling partner ;
eked out a miserable pittance as a clerk, and lived for a time
on the charity of an old servant, on whose death he relapsed
into abject poverty, until a few devoted friends took pity on
him and supported him, until his death in 1825. Throughout
all these vicissitudes he was kept cheerful and buoyant by
the idea that he was called to do even greater things than
Charlemagne, his alleged ancestor; that he had a message
that mankind could not do without.
That message, under different forms, was always this: that
society needed organizing. " The only possible aim for a
thinker to-day is to work at the reorganization of our systems
of morals, of religions, of politics—in a word, of our whole
system of ideas, from whatever angle we look at it."l On what
principle this organization was to be based varied from time
to time; what remained unchanged was this challenge to the-
prevailing tendency of letting things be and trusting to the
general tendencies of the time. This appears in the earliest of
his works, published in 1803, Letters from an Inhabitant of
Geneva to his Contemporaries, in which he advocates the taking
away of spiritual power from the clergy, and of temporal power
from the aristocracy, to hand over the former to scientists, the
latter to landowners. The pamphlet as a whole is an extolling
of science as superseding all religions and philosophies, and
as forming the one interest common to all men, which leads to
the. conception of a supra-national institute of scientists, not
unlike the present-day International Institute of Intellectual
Co-operation; the whole argument being mixed up with
1 Weill, Saint-Simon etles Saint-Sim omens, p. 55 : " II7 aura cette difference
entre les travaux du ige siecle et ceux du i8e que toute la literature du i8e
a tendu a d&organiser et toute celle du ige tendra a reorganiser la soci^te*"
(Mlmolre sur la Science de PHomttti).

